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Cocktail 3.8.2 (Tiger Edition) has been released
Published on 09/20/07
Maintain.se is proud to announce the release of Cocktail 3.8.2 (Tiger Edition). Version
3.8.2 adds twelve new Automator actions and the Safe (Safe Boot) option to the Startup
Mode setting. The update also addresses an issue in which improper permissions were
applied to the Firewall and Secure logs during the rotation of these logs, as well as an
issue in which Cocktail may report problems with diskutil and mdutil. The update is
strongly recommended for all users of Cocktail (Tiger Edition).
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Ekero, Sweden - September 20, 2007 - Maintain.se is proud to announce the release of
Cocktail 3.8.2 (Tiger Edition). Version 3.8.2 adds twelve new Automator actions and the
Safe (Safe Boot) option to the Startup Mode setting and possibility to show or hide Quit
Finder menu item.
* What is Safe Boot, Safe Mode? Visit Apple's website:
http://docs.info.apple.com/article.html?artnum=107392
This update also addresses an issue in which improper permissions were applied to the
Firewall and Secure logs during the rotation of these logs, as well as an issue in which
Cocktail may report problems with diskutil and mdutil.
Cocktail 3.8.2 (Tiger Edition) is distributed as a Universal Binary and runs natively on
both PowerPC and Intel Macs. Cocktail 3.8.2 (Tiger Edition) requires Mac OS X or Mac OS X
Server 10.4 - 10.4.10 and is tested for compatibility with Mac OS X and Mac OS X Server
10.4.10 (v1.1).
Cocktail is an award winning general purpose utility for Mac OS X. It is a smooth and
powerful digital toolset with a variety of practical features that simplifies the use of
advanced UNIX functions and helps hundreds of thousands of Mac users around the world to
get the most out of their computers. For more information about Cocktail, please visit
http://cocktail.maintain.se.
Pricing and Availability:
Cocktail 3.8.2 may be purchased for $14.95 USD for a single user license. Maintain.se
offers many licensing options for Cocktail, as well as educational licenses for schools,
colleges, universities and other non-profit educational institutions.
Website:
http://www.maintain.se
Product URL:
http://cocktail.maintain.se
Direct Download Link:
http://www.maintain.se/cocktail/download.php
Purchase Link:
http://www.maintain.se/cocktail/buy.php
Screenshot:
http://www.maintain.se/cocktail/screenshots.php
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Maintain develops tailored applications for Mac users. We work towards creating technical
solutions which maintain your computer and make it as efficient and easy to use as
possible. In addition, we offer comprehensive consultancy and support services which cover
everything from operation of existing systems to purchase and implementation of new
technical solutions.
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